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Abstract 
In this paper an inverse problem of the weighted shortest arborescence problem is discussed. 
That is. given a directed graph G and a set of nonnegative costs on its arcs. we need to modify 
those costs as little as possible to ensure that T, a given (.I-arborescence of G, is the shortest 
one. It is found that only the cost of T needs modifying. An O(rz”) combinatorial algorithm is 
then proposed. This algorithm also gives an optimal solution to the inverse weighted shortest 
path problem. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we define a weighted directed graph as the triple ( P’. A. c), where ( I ‘, .A ) 
is a directed graph with II vertices and PI arcs. and where c’ is a set of nonnegative costs 
(0,: g EA} associated with the arcs. The well-known weighted shortest arborescence 
problem (see [3] or [4] for instance) is, for a given weighted directed graph, to find the 
arborescence T, which has the shortest total cost. An inverse problem of the weighted 
shortest arborescence problem is as follows: 
(IWSA) Given a weighted directed graph G = ( I’.A.(,), vertex 1.1 c I’ and a 
[.I-arborescence T, find w, a new set of costs, such that 
min !/\t’ ~ c.11 (I) 
is achieved under the constraints that 
\I;, 3 0 (61 E A ) (2) 
and the arborescence T is a shortest 1.1 -arborescence in G’ = ( I’. A, HX). 
Clearly, a number of interesting variants of this basic problem can be constructed by 
considering various norms in (1 ). In particular, the 11, I-. and I, norms seem attractive. 
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In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to the Ii norm, mostly because it is widely 
used and leads to tractable computational methods. 
Throughout this paper, we mostly use the start and end vertices to express an arc. 
For example, arc .XJJ means an arc from x to y. Sometimes for notational simplicity 
we use a letter to call an arc such as arc y. Costs associated with these arcs are 
correspondingly denoted by c,~ or c~. If H is a subgraph of G, then c(H) = CyEAc,,) q,. 
All arcs in this paper are directed. A directed walk in G is a finite sequence of vertices 
W = uoq u2 . . uk, such that u;_iui, 1 <id k, is an arc in G. If, in addition, all the 
vertices except uo are distinct and CO = ck, W is called a circuit. A cycle (resp. tree) in 
G is a subgraph whose underlying undirected graph is a cycle (resp. tree). A subgraph 
T in G is called a vi-arborescence if it is a spanning tree of G and every vertex 
different from ~‘1 is the head of exactly one arc in T. If T is a cl-arborescence of 
G, then for every vertex x E V\{tli }, let pr(x) be the immediate predecessor of x in 
T. Eliminating the arc pr(x)x will divide T into two subarborescences, with TR(x) 
containing the root node and T(x) containing the node X. 
When there is an Cl-arborescence T, for any vertex x, we associate a nonnegative 
integral number hr(x), called the generational number of x relating to T, where hr(~) 
is defined as follows: 
If x is the root of T, let hr(x) = 0. 
If hr( pr(x)) has been defined, then define hr(x) = hr( pr(x)) + 1. 
Since an arborescence is a spanning tree, all the properties of the spanning tree are 
true to the arborescence. In particular, when an arc xq’ E A(G)\A(T) is added to T, 
there will appear a cycle and only a cycle denoted by C. If x E T(y), then C is a circuit. 
Otherwise, in G there exists another ~1 -arborescence T’ = T ~ { pr(x)x} + {xy}. This 
is an important property for the proof of our algorithm. 
2. Basic structure of the solution set 
We denote by Q(G, T) the optimal solution set of (IWSA). 
Theorem 1. Let w E sZ(G, T). Then, jbr euery arc xy E A(G), wyy < c,~ if xy E A(T) 
and wxv 3 c,~ otherw,ise. 
Proof. Let us suppose by contradiction that there exists xy E A(T) so that vvYY >c_,,.. 
We will show that w @ Q(G, T). For this purpose, we construct PV’ as follows: 
MJ; = 
C.Yj if y = xy, 
?I otherwise. 
Then, for every vi-arborescence T’ of G, we have 
w’(T’) = 
w(T’) if _YY $!A(T’), 
w(T’) + c,! - w,~~ otherwise. 
Noting that rv( T’) >-w( T) and cXJ < w,~?. we conclude IV’( T’) > w( T)+c.,-,.--1~.~,. = MS’( T ). 
Thus, T is a shortest ot-arborescence in G’ = (V,,4, M”). Now, 
contrary to M? E Q(G, r). Thus, for every arc s_r E A(T). \~a,,. <L’,.,.. Similarly, n‘,, > c,, 
if .YJ.EA(G)\A(T). 3 
As a consequence of Theorem I, we can see that if the problem (IWSA) has an 
optimal solution then it is equivalent to 
subject to 
o<n;,<c,,. SEA(T), 
it,, 3 cc,. <!~A\A(U 
and the shortest ut -arborescence 




constraint, which may be expressed as a (possibly 
the type 
rJE.4( 7.) (ItAt r’ ) 
where T’ is any ur-arborescence of G. So, if Q( G, r) # 8, the problem (IWSA) is 
a classical linear programming (LP) problem. This LP is, however, quite special bc- 
cause its constraint set is (potentially) very large, very structured, and possibly involves 
a great amount of redundancy. 
In Section 3, we shall give a combinatorial algorithm which shows that there exists an 
optimal solution +V E Q(G, T) such that tt;, =cy for all 6~ E A\A( T). But, unfortunately, 
we cannot prove it in a simple way until Theorem 6 is proved. Here we reach a slightly 
weaker conclusion in this direction, which is essential to Theorem 6. 
Theorem 2. The exists an optirml solution M- E Q(G, T) such thut ,fbr oil ~3 # 1.1 
Mj,,(,.),.(W,,. -c.,,.)=O, V.V_vEA\A(T). (7) 
Proof. WC first prove R(G, T) # 8. C onsider the LP defined by (3))(6), which is 
bounded and has a feasible solution w defined by 
0 if yEA( 
“i, = 
% otherwise. 
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So, by the duality theorem of linear programming, it has an optimal solution w(O). 
We prove w(O) E sZ( G, T). Suppose w = w(’ ) 1s a nonnegative cost which satisfies (6), 
we need only to show that /Jw(‘) - c/I 3 I/w(‘) - c/J. Define 
X = {g: g E&T), w;“>cy}, 
Y ={g: ggA\A(T), IvJ’)<cy}, 
w(2) = 
% if gEXU Y, 
H (1) 
vv4 otherwise. 
Then, w = wc2) satisfies (4) and (5), and for every vt-arborescence T’, 
W(2)(T’)=W(l)(T’) + c (cg - wj”, + c (cg - w,l”). 
&4(T’)flX qEA(i”‘NlY 
But 
ClEX =+ G-wg “‘<o > 
gE Y =2 cq -M+o, 
and w = w(I) satisfies (6) so 
w”‘(T’)~w’“(7)+~~(~~ - wj’))=w(2)(T). 
Thus, w = wc2) satisfies (4)-(6), which implies /jw@) - c/J > I/N)(‘) - ~11. So 
//w(1) - cl/ 3 c 19;” - %I 
CEA\(XUV 
= c lwj2’ -q 
HEA\wJY) 
= /)w(2) - CJI 
3 J/w(O) - c/l. 
Hence, indeed, w (‘I E Q( G, T), and 
O(G, T) = {w: w satisfies (4)-(6) and /Iw - cl/ = I/w(‘) - cll}. 
Again, by the duality theorem of linear programming, we can pick an optimal 
solution w E Q(G, T) such that &tA,A(rj(~CI - cq) reaches the minimum. We claim 
that w satisfies (7). By way of contradiction, assume that there exists _XY E A\A(T) 
such that y # q and w~~(~)_Jw,~~ - c,~~) # 0. Then by Theorem 1, since w 30, 
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and 
where A’=A\{q, pr(_y)y}. We prove T is also a shortest cl-arborescence under 
weight w’. Suppose 2”’ is any other rr-arborescence, then lA( P) n { xy, pr(y)y} 1~ I, 
which implies w’( r’) 3 w( r’) - s 2 IV( I-) - s = SV’( T). Hence, MI’ E Q(G. T). By the 
definition of w, we see that 
c (Y-c<,)= 1 (n+-$-S< c 0%,-L;,), 
UE.4\4(Tl e4\A(T) </lE4',.4(Tl 
contrary to the choice of IV. 3 
3. An algorithm 
We show the algorithm through the following example: 
Given a weighted directed graph G = (V,A,c) and a rI-arborescence T of G. as 
indicated in Fig. 1, where the numbers in brackets are the costs of the arcs, the arcs 
in T are given by double lines, and the costs of ~3~4 and ~‘4~5 are positive integers. 
To show the algorithm clearly and briefly, we assume that i > 4 and define 
i if 463’66, 
,f’(i) = 
6 ifi> 
(the cases 0 < i < 4 can be discussed similarly). 
Stq 0: Go=(&,Ao,do))=(V,A,c), T,=T, k=O. 
Step I: For each YE &\{z’r}, find vertex Us and hi such that 
c(i’ 1 uic,.),. = min{c(,Z.i: xy E& x E TV}. 
and 
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Fig. 1. 
(if such vertices of ok(y) (resp. bk(y)) are more than one, take one of them with 
hr,(ak(y)) (resp. hr,(bk(y))) biggest; if there exists no vertex XE Tk(y) such that 
xy E Ak, take ok(y) = 0 and cgil,y = +v$_~,~ = + x). Set 
(k) (k) U(G)= Iv: Y E vk\{u,}, c,~(,)~ <cbk(,& 
Define the revised cost of Gk by 
(k) 
W(k) = 
%&)y if x = PT,(Y)> 
“4’ 
cVk) XJ otherwise. 
In our example, U(Go) = { (0) _ (0) u2,u3}. The revised cost of Go is given by wV,L’4 -c~~(~,+ = 
min{cil)),, citA4} = min(6, i} = f(i) and I+:” = c, otherwise. 
Step 2: If U(Gk) = 0, then N c k, lb” t +vik), ‘dgEA(Tk). Got0 Step 5. Otherwise, 
we take the vertex yk such that 
(if such vertices are more than one, take one of them arbitrarily). Let & =ak(yk) and 
let Ck be the only circuit in graph Tk U {xk_yk}. We contract v(Ck) to a single vertex 
Zk and the new graph (resp. ut-arborescence) obtained from Gk (resp. rk) by such 
contraction is denoted by Gk+t (resp. Tk+t ), in which the multiple arcs are replaced 
by a single arc and the loops are omitted. 
In our example, (yo,xo, C~)=(o~,v~,v~z)~u~u3), and the graphs Gt and 7-1 are shown 
by Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2 
S/q S: We define the cost of CL,, as follows: 
where CI(LI) is the predecessor of a in C;. 
In graph Go. there exist two arcs rr ~3 and P~I’J from 1.1 to Co = 1’~1’~~5~‘3. Hence in 
the contracted graph Gr the cost of rrz_~ is 
=I min{ IO - 2 + 2. 6 - ,f‘( i) + 2} 
TT 8 -- f’(j) 
Similarly, the cost of ~2~0 is \~jpI), - IL-{:‘,‘; + w:.o,!; = 4 ~ 2 + 2 = 4. The complete cost of 
G, is shown in Fig. 2. 
Step 4: k t k + I, K c V(Gk), Al; --A(Gn). Goto step I. 
In the example, when we execute the algorithm for k = I, we have U(G) ) = { 1’2 }. and 
the revised cost of Gr is given by \~::a, = rnin{ci~~~,,,c~i~~,} = min{&,f’(i). 4) =X ~~ f(i) 
and IV;,’ = cl’ ’ otherwise. Thus. _vl == v?. xl --_‘o. and Cr = t‘2zgt’2. When we contract 
V( C, ) to a single vertex zl, the arcs 1’1~2 and ~1~0 become an arc from 1.1 to -1. So 
The complete cost of Gl is shown in Fig. 3. 
Executing the algorithm for k = 2, we have I$.(‘) = c”) and U( G>) = (n. Hence. N = 2 
and i”’ = M’(‘). Then, we go to the following step. 
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Fig. 3. 
Step 5: If k = 0, then set 1:” =cg, ‘dg EA\A(T). We obtain I!(‘) and the algorithm 
terminates. Otherwise, k +-k - 1. We define pN(x) = Pi,, PA(X) = pTkCl), and 
l(k,+l) 
l(k) = ,;:+I) 
X.5’ 
i. 
ifx= pk(Y>, YE U(Gk)\{Yk}, 
P&l(zt h if XY = Pkbk )yk, 
w$? if X = pk(y>> Y 6 u(Gk >. 
Goto Step 5. 
In our example, we obtain I(‘) as follows: 
I(‘! =w(O) =cc4as =_j, 
(‘4LS c’11!5 
l(O)=c, (gEA\{ 
9 hv2, u2v3, v3L’4> v4&}). 
In the following, we want to prove 1 (‘) E Q(G, T), which shows our algorithm solves 
the (IWSA) correctly. 
4. Proof of the algorithm 
Let k E (0, 1,2,. . ,N}. To prove the algorithm, we define 
l(k) = C(k) 
Y g , b’sAk\&Tk). 
This together with Steps 1 and 5 implies 
l(k) =&k) = ,Jk) 
B u <I ’ v’y EAk\A(Tkh (8) 
and 
(A)_ (i) I,, -M‘,, . V’stAx\{~k(~)y: j’ci U(Gk)}. (‘, ) 
Now we show some properties of the algorithm, the first three of which are trivial. 
Property 3. Let 0 d k 6 N. Jf ~1 E I+, \!{ cl }. then, 
Proof. By the definition of cc” + ‘1. we have for XJ’ E AL, 1 
$ t 1) - 
-1 
min{wLr.): uE v(ck), [ryEAh} if .r=zh. 
‘.I (k) LV,,, otherwise. 
But 
-i; E r~FJl9 =+ V(Cn) c TjY.Y). 
and 
XE TR ~+,W\hl * XE T,Rb). 
this together with (10) and (12) gives 
(k ) xyEAk+l. xE Tp,,(y) =+ c.y’~l.v~i(),),~. (131 
Noting that the equality of (13) holds if either x = hk(-v) $! V(C/,) or .r =-ii and 
(kimI 1 _ (k) (A) hk(~.)~ V(C,), we conclude that chi,,(,,), -w,,,~~), =“t’pni,.j,.. 3 
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Remark 1. By an argument similar to Property 4, we also have 
(k+l) _ WI 
YE vk\({UI > u V(G)) 5 cuk+,(y))I - ‘vak().)L.’ 
and 
(kfl) _ (k) 
Y E vk\({UII u V(G)) * CPk&)?: - WPr(J+,. 
This together with Properties 3 and 4 gives 
~(G+I) C (WG)\bkI) u {zk) 
and 
(k+l) _ (k+l) (k) _ (k) (k+l) 
WPiLlbb - %+,W = %(Y)Y - W‘&(Yb = cPk+l(Y)Y 
for y E &\({ul} U v(ck)). This and the definition of w(~“) imply that 
(k+l) =,,(k+l) 





Property 5. Let 0 6 k <N - 1. If y E v(ck ), then 
(k) 
wG(Y)Y =min{W~ik,): xy EAk}. 




ak(yk) if Y=Yk, 
Pkb’> if YE v(ck)\bk). 




min{%W%b+v (k) } = min{w$‘: xy E&}. 
PrOpWty 6. Let 0 d k ,< N - 1. If uyk E Ak and v 6 v(ck), then 
w(k) &+‘)<Wg;. J!, Yk 1&y, 
Proof. Let x = {x: x E v(ck ), vx E Ak}. From the definition of c(~+‘) and Property 5, 
it follows that 
c!~+‘) =Fk{w$’ - w$ixix + w.Jkk)sI} >w$jk. LZk 
Similarly, c$+‘) < w$,j, Since yk EX and ck(yk)=xk. 0 
Remark 2. By similar argument as in Property 6, we also have 
t.%‘k E&+1 + C&%W$$,. (18) 
Lemma 3. Let O<kdN. Zf yE l$\{q}, then 
(a) xyE& + min{&): vy E Ak} = min{cit): uy E Ak} < I$’ <w;:‘, nnd zf k <N, then 
Proof. (a) Let us suppose by contradiction that we have chosen k and an associated 
.YJ’ such that this assertion fails and k is maximal. Then by Property 2, WC have 
min{ u’, ,, (‘I. PY E Ah} = min{c!.;,‘: my E AL}, and It”;? # w$‘. This together with (9) implics 
x = /IL(Y) and _I‘ t U(Gg ). Noting that U(Gv) = 0, we have li <N. 
Assume first _r‘= _I+, then 
[‘X) = [CL) 
‘ii ,‘r. 1l’i ) I I = $:A ;a, )q (19) 
By the choice of k, we see that 
C-20) 
a contradiction. 
Next, assume that ,VE U(Gk)\{.n}, then ij,::,,,,, = IL::\: and pk(j‘) = pA 1 ,().). 
By the choice of k, we have 
min{cj~+“: L’_Y E AA + I } < I;:$. < y.$:.;i. (21) 
By Eqs. (12), (1.5), and (17), we get H~“~‘) -c(‘!+‘) -c(~-I’ piC”.)?‘- /‘il\).l - Pi..I(‘)‘~ =IV;,~:~,,, and 
cvEAl r , 3 CF’) ,‘_I 3 min{w,(t,): UJ! E Ak}. 
This together with (21 ) and $,:/J,l = /$(l,\r, yields 
(b) By Property 5, we have w,$~,~ =min{w~.~.‘: c~EAI,}. This and (a) imply (b). 
(C) Let .L/ E A,: flAk+l. then g $! {pk(_$‘k)_j.‘k, &+l(ik)zA}. By the definition of lea), we 
may assume that y $! {pk(y)y: ,v E u( Gk)} since otherwise /i,h’ = /I;“+“. By ( 16) since 
{PI~(_v)J’: ?‘g u(Gk)\{Yk}} cA(T:(!%))=A(7’; ,(zk)), we have 
9 @ {PRY: YE u(Gk)} U { Pkt I(J,)v: L’ E U(G-I )>. 
This together with (9), (17) and the definition of c(‘-- ‘) gives 
/‘~‘=,,,(~) &X+t) = W(k+l) = I,!;+“. 
11 (I [I Y 
c 
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Remark 3. From Remark 2 and Step 3, it follows that 
&k+r ) >, 
i 
min{w$): ry E 4k) 1’, 2 if y#zk, 
Us ,(k) 
Xk )‘k otherwise. 
This together with Property 2 and Lemma 3(a) gives 
c’k’>O j &~)>&)>I(“)>0 j ,@+‘)>o. 
Therefore, 
.(k) aMi(k) 3 l’k’ 30, Vk=O, l,..., N. 
Lemma 4. For O<k<N, dejne Gf=(b$,Ak,lCk)). Then, Tk is a shortest ul-arho- 
vescence of Gf. 
Proof. We prove this assertion by induction. First we assume that k = N, then by (8) 
and Step 2 we have I @‘I = IV(~‘). By our algorithm, U(GN) = 0. This and Property 3 
imply that for all y E l$\{vl}, min{w$F): xy E AN} = min{r$v/YjX, I$~~,,,~~} = wE:VjL. 
Thus, TN is a shortest VI -arborescence of Gi. 
Assume k <N, and the assertion holds for k + 1, we shall show that it also holds 
for k. For this purpose, we let Tl be a shortest VI-arborescence of Gz, and choose 
aE v(ck) so that AT;(a) is minimal. For yE &\{q}, let p’(y)= pr;(y). Define 
J = {p’(y)y: y E V(Ck)\{a}, p’(y) # Ck(y)}. By replacing every arc p’(y)y of J with 
Ck(y)y, we obtain a VI-arborescence Tz of Gz which satisfies A(&)\{Ck(a)a} C 
A(T,*). By Lemma 3(b), we have 
thus, l@‘(r,‘) = l(“)(T;). 
Let Tk*tl be the graph obtained from TT by shrinking v( Ck ) to a single vertex zk. 
Then, since A(Ck)\{Ck(a)a} cA(T,*), T,“,, is a vr-arborescence of Gz+]. Thus, 
I’k+“(Tk+,)~l’k+l’(Tk*+,). (22) 
Let x = {x: x @ v(Ck), p’(x) E V(Ck)}. From Lemma 3(c), it follows that 
By the choice of yk, we 
gether with (16) gives 
see that U(Gk)\{yk} C V(Tf(yk)) = V(Tf+,(q)). This to- 
x E x, p’(x) = Pk@) =+ zk=Pk+l(X) =+ X6 u(Gk)‘-‘u(Gk+i). (24) 
Combining this with (22) and (24). we get 
For OdkdN. define 
and if Xk + fl, then for each s E &, let 
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By Step 1, we have 
II&) - P&)/l = c P&. 
XEX, 
(30) 
Assume now k <N, then pk(yk) = pk+l(zk). From Lemma 3(c) and the definition of 
c(~+‘), it follows that 
$k+‘) - ctk+l) = ljk’ - wjk’, 
Y Y 
vg ~~~ nAk+,. (31) 
BY {pk(y)y: y E U(Gk)\{J%}} cA(r,R(yk)) CAk nAk+l, we have from (9) 
$k) fW(k), 
Y Y Y cAk\Ak+l =+ 9 = Pk(yk)Yk. (32) 
Similarly, we have from (9) and (16) 
/(k+l) +(k+U 
Y Y ’ gEAk+l\Ak * g=pk+l(Zk)Zk. 
This together with (17), (3 l), and (32) gives 
But by Remark 3, we have lck) <IV(~) <CC(~), therefore 
I/@ _ c(k)ll = Ill(k) _ ,,,,(k)ll + II,,,(k) _ ,$)I/ 
= 11 l(k+l) - C(k+‘)ll + ‘% + c p&. (33) 
x&G 
Lemma 5. Let 0 <k < N. Then, there exist an integer qk > 0 and a sequence of 
VI -arborescence TkC1’, Tk*‘, . . , Tk(“) of Gk so that for all 1 <i # j dqk, 
(a) A(Tk)CA(T(‘))UA(T(‘)). 
(b) c?L (c’“‘(;j) - c”“&“‘))= ((l(k) - c(~)I(. I 1 
Proof. We shall prove this lemma by induction. For convenience, first we give some 
constructions of the vt -arborescence. 
Construction 1. Construct qrxl from z. Let x EXj, then n’j~~xlx = c~,Z&,~ <c$$,~. Define 
q’*’ = rk + {bk(x).r} - {p&)-r}. 
Construction 2. Construct Tky. from Tk*+, . Let Tk*, be a VI -arborescence of &+I and 
let x be the immediate predecessor of zk in Tk*+, , and then choose a E v(cI() so that 
\-a E ,4k and 
c(_j c 1 ) = ,$.(.A ) 
1-A \il - w;; ia )(< + w.$, (34) 
Construct T,* as follows: the vertex set of T;” is 4; the arc set of q” is that 
of CT, with .YZ~ omitted, with all arcs of (A(C~)\{C~(u)a})U {XI} added to re 
place .xz~. and with all arcs zky in T,*+, replaced by C(V)?:, where I(>‘) is chosen 
so that t(x) E V(Ck). TV EAT, and wj:,!,,, = rnin{w::): f E V(Ck), t.v E AA} = (-Ati ’ !. 
Then by (15 j. we may assume that ~0%) = pl;(_~) when -_A = pL+ ,(J). 
Construction 3. Construct (” q from q(y), This construction occurs when c’l’, i> 
a PI-arborescence of GA_, and I_‘~+~(zA ) ~ E A( rk’i’, ). In this case, we replace XC/ with 
[‘h(>‘i )c‘h. and construct (” r, in a way similar to Construction 2. 
It is easy to see that all the graphs T,“‘. c*. q”’ are (I,-arborescences of Gk ,. and 
(,(k)( fi ) - ,y p) = /j,<_\-. (35) 
Noting that cj,“’ ’ ) = N;(‘). Vcg E Ak n Ak + 1, we have from Construction 2 
lVCi; j( r,” ) = PC”( Tk*T, ) - c_p + 1$’ + ,,qc,: ) - w&;n,<,_ 
This together with (34) gives 
llJh I( 7;<,’ ) = c “~l”(~~,)+M.‘k’(Ch)- b,$(,. (36) 
By pr I I (zh ) = ph (yk ) and CA (?A ) = xi,, we also have 
~~“h’(~“l)=~‘li.i~“(~‘~I)- <‘;,;+]j,,, +,+;;Y,,,, + &““‘(ch) ~ ,~~s~~;,l~,~, 
=,,‘~;“(~‘~‘,)+%,:+,,“~‘(Ch)-,,,’l.~,),. (37) 
Noting that & can be constructed from c +l by Construction 3, we conclude that (37) 
also holds when q”) = Tk and $:I, = 7j, -1. This together with (36) and (37) gives 
M .(h ‘( 7i, ) ~ II‘ “‘(T,*)=c’““‘(~_,)-c’~-“(T,v,,)$ XL. (3X) 
and 
,,Ji ‘( 6 ) - M, M( T,“‘) = ‘ +“(Tk_,)-c +‘V”’ J !?*I . (39) 
With observations above, we now begin the proof of Lemma 5. Assume first I< = ,v. 
then since U(G,v)=@, by (9) we have 1 (“)=w(“. By (30) and (35). we see that 
{ ~~,‘l}.rE.‘;, satisfies Lemma 5 (if X,v == 0, then we let y,v = I, and T,{,’ ) = TL ). 
Assume now 0 <k <N and the assertion holds for k + 1. We 
holds for k. Let { <‘i’,}yE,’ be a sequence of rl -arborescence 
Lemma 5, then 
shall show that it also 
of GA ,_I which meets 
Yh- I 
C(L ~‘““‘(~+,)-c (k+l) +I) ( h~-I)) = Ij/‘h+” ~ (‘lh+‘)il (40) 




l&J = i{i: 1 G.idqk+l, P/c+l(Zk)Zk &wy$,)}l6 1. 
Without loss of generality, assume that Dk c { 1). Let 7$” (resp. q(‘), 2<j<qk+t) be 
the graph obtained from cl), (resp. T,(:‘l)) by Construction 2 (resp. Construction 3). 
From (29), (38), (39), and the definition of I+@), it follows that 
dk’( G) - dk)( Tp) 
= W(k)( &) - W(k)(p) + c /?kql 
XEX;” 





We now claim that 
l<i#j<qk+, =+’ A(Tk)CA(Tk’j’)UA(Tk”‘). (43) 
Suppose not, then there exists y E &\{uI } so that pk(y)y$!!t(T ’ )UA(T”‘). By :” 
Construction 3, (A(Ck)\{Xkyk}) u {Pk(yk)yk} C QJi A($‘) implying thatk y E vk\ 
({ni} u v(ck>> = &+I \{ q,Zk}. By (41), we may assume that &+I(y)y EA(qy,). This 
together with pk(y)y @ A( Tk(‘)) implies Pk+l(y) = zk. By our construction, we have 
t(y)y = f’k(Y)L’ EA@“) , 
Let Yk = Up:’ X:‘).k13y 
a contradiction. 
(43) we have A’:‘) NIX;‘) = 0. V’i fj. This together with (40) 
and (42) gives 
ql-1 
c {C’k’($) - C’k)(7y)l 
i=l 
4it1 a+1 
= c {c(k”)(~+, ) - C’k+l)(Tk(:)l)}+~k +c 
i=l I=1 
(k+‘) - Cck+‘)lj + ak + c ,!&. 
b 
(44) 
Noting xk\Yk = {x: x EXk, pk(x)x E nyz’ A($‘))} and using (33), (35), (43), and 
(44), we conclude that {T”)}yE,-;l together with {~[*‘}+E~k\r~ satisfies Lemma 5. 0 
Theorem 6. For (111 k = 0, 1, . , N. I’” ’ E Q( GI,, q ) 
Proof. By Lemma 4, 6 is a shortest rt-arborescence of G,* = ( l<..ln. I’” ’ ). 
As Q( GA. q ) # 01, we need only to show 
PEQ(GA.E) * ~lI”-C’~‘113lI/‘~‘-~‘~‘~~. (45) 
To deduce (45) we let { ~“‘}~~, be a sequence of r.t-arborescence of CL which meets 
Lemma 5. Then, 
Define 
YL 
U(/1(~.)\-I(~(‘)))={~,.(‘2 . . . . . e,,}, 
/-I 
‘Ii 
u MT,“‘)\‘m)) = (f,..fi!,. . ..j.,(}. 
i- I 
and for I <t<p, let 
D, = {i: 1 Gidql;, e, @A( 7$“)}. 
(47) 
(4X) 
‘Then, ID, / = I ; otherwise, there exists i,,j E D, with if j, implying that e, t .+t( q )‘:, 
(.4(q”‘) uA(T,“‘)), which is contrary to Lemma 5(a). Hence, indeed, for each arc e,. 
there exists only one entry i so that I <i 6qh and c, E il( z )\,4( I;“‘). Thus. 
Noting that ,/; =x_t’ E A( T,“‘) implies pk( .t,)_r‘ @A( T,“‘). we also have 
l{i: l <i<qi, ,f; EA(T,“‘)}I = I, Vt= I,2 .,_.. 11’. 
This together with lDll = 1 and (47)-(49) gives p= p’ and 
Combining this with (49) we get 
Yi c~(.‘“I(r,,-ci”icr,“‘)~=~~,~~‘_~(~~i 
i I /:I I=1 
Let I* E Q(Gk. T,), then 
,*(r,)<l*(T(‘)) i ’ Vi= 1.2.....qi 
(50) 
(51) 
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In a way similar to (50) we have 
This together with (5 1) yields 
f=l /=I 
By (46), (50) (52), and Theorem 1, we conclude that 
Noting that in our algorithm the complexity of iteration k is 0( / V, 1 2), we have 
Theorem 7. The algorithm in Section 3 is correct und its complexity is 0(jV(G)13). 
An application 
Consider the following inverse problem of the weighted shortest path problem: 
(IWSP) Given a weighted directed graph G = (V,A, c), vertices 01, up E V, and a path 
from 2;1 to Us, find w, a new set of nonnegative costs, such that 
achieved under the constraint that P is a shortest (VI, up)-path in G’=(V,A,w). 
We denote by Q(G,P) the optimal solution set of (IWSP). To derive an optimal 
solution of (IWSP) from (IWST), we define B = { upv: v E V\{vp}), and construct the 
graph G” = (V,A*,c*) so that A* =AUB and 
* 0 if gtB, c = 9 
cII otherwise. 
(53) 
Let T be the graph obtained from P by adding all nodes of V\V(P) and all arcs from 
up to V\V(P). Then, T is a VI-arborescence of G*. 
By our algorithm in Section 3, there exists I* E Q(G*, T) so that 
and 
1; = c-5 (Y tA*\uN. 
This together with (53) gives 
1; =o=cJ. VOEB. 
Define 
i 
(‘i/ if y E B, 
L, = 
1: otherwise. 
Then by (53))(55) we have 




Theorem 8. 1 E Q( G. P). 
Proof. Let QI = 04,: Pis a shortest (r1,~~~)-path in G[rr,] =( C’.il, NS)}. and !_)I :m (II : 
T is a shortest t‘t-arborescence in G*[n,*] = (C’,A”, M” )}. We first show that I .y _Q 
For this purpose, we assume that P’ is a (r,. t?,,)-path in G. and construct the 
(-I-arborscence T’ of G” in a way similar to T. Then since I*E R2. I(P) m= I’( T I <; 
I*( T’) = /(PI), which implies I E Qt. 
Assume now II‘ E R(G, P), and define II’ * in a way similar to c,*. Then. by (53 ). ne 
have 
To deduct IV* E .Q;22, we let T’ be a t:r -arborescence of G” and P’ the only (1.1. I’!, ~-path 
of T’. Then, A(P’) f~ B = fl, which implies P’ is also a ( rl _ I‘,, )-path of G. This together 
with 11’ E Q( G. P) gives 
,1.* (T ) :-= I\‘( P ) < w( P’ ) = w* (P’ ) < \1.* ( I-’ ) 
Therefore, II’* E &. As I* E Q( G*. T ), 
II/” - ‘.* // 6 1l12’* ~ c* 11. (5X) 
Combining (56)-(S), we obtain 111 --cl/ < 111~ -- 1.11. This together with I E (2, and 
II‘F Q(G.P) implies /E Q(G.P). C 
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